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Ethnicc violence and scarcity of resources: is there 
evidencee of a causal relationship? 

Inn previous chapters we showed that the availability of natural resources in relation to 
increasingg population densities is to some extent problematic. Despite the fact that in the 
coursee of the last century many resources proved to be highly dynamic as regards stock and 
flows,, the danger of severe resource scarcity seems to be ever-present. Development workers 
andd scholars alike have expressed fears of increasing tension between different groups in 
societyy in degrading environments (Kaplan 1994) and in their competition for access to 
resourcess (Homer-Dixon 1999). This fear is in line with current thinking about the 
relationshipp between environmental scarcity and violent conflicts, which is presently 
receivingg considerable attention. It is widely assume that in less developed countries 
environmentall  conflict is likely to happen because of high population growth and high 
dependencyy on renewable natural resources. Moreover, as is argued in current 'scarcity-
causes-violence'' thinking, poor countries cannot allocate (enough) wealth to research and 
developmentt to invent new techniques to produce or substitute scarce resources (the so-called 
'ingenuityy gap'). In addition, developing countries are thought to lack well-defined or 
enforceablee property rights to govern renewable resources (Homer-Dixon 1999; Maxwell and 
Reuvenyy 2000: 301-302). A substantial feature of the argumentation is the neo-Malthusian 
assumptionn that food production cannot cope with population growth, leading to all sorts of 
problematicc events, including violent conflicts. At the core of this thinking lies the 
assumptionn that poverty is related to a lack of social institutions that are necessary to deal 
withh increasing scarcity, which will inevitably result in violence. As Homer-Dixon asserts: 

'Poorr countries start at a disadvantage: many are under-endowed with the social institutions that are 
necessaryy for an ample supply of both social and technical solutions to scarcity... (Homer-Dixon 
1999:: 108). 
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Thus,, the explanation is that violence that results from competition over scarce resources is 
triggeredd by governance failures like unequal access to resources and social exclusion, the 
misusee or overuse of a common property resource and free riding problems among others. In 
thee scarcity-causes-violence paradigm, this lack of good governance is held responsible for 
increasingg tension and violent conflicts in developing countries. 

Thee Marsabit Mountain area, where an increasingly armed population from various ethnic 
backgroundss has to rely on a limited resource base, is a typical area in which to test the 
plausibilityy of the scarcity-causes-violence paradigm. An increasingly sedentary population 
fromm groups with a history of violent encounters live, more than ever before, in each other's 
vicinity.. They presently have to share scarce renewable resources like water, pasture and 
farmland.. In addition, the Marsabit Mountain population is a society in transition due to the 
shiftt from nomadic pastoralism to a more sedentarised way of life, which involves changes in 
traditionall  norms and values, loose family ties and less social control. Intuitively one would 
expectt more violent encounters between people. 

Currentt authors suggest (e.g. KHRC 2000; Mkutu 2002) that violent encounters have 
indeedd become more intensive, with higher numbers of casualties per incident, because 
present-dayy arms are more lethal than the arms of the past. Population growth, environmental 
scarcityy and violent ethnic conflicts are manifest phenomena in Marsabit District. The 
questionn of whether they are related is explored in this chapter. 

Ethnicc tension and reconciliation in Marsabit 

IncreaseIncrease of violence in J 998 and 1999 
Fromm 1994 to 1999, ethnic violence in Marsabit District seemed to increase. In 1998 and 
1999,, the local residents talked about nothing else other than raids and killings and during 
certainn months our research was seriously hindered. Our assistants refused to go to certain 
places.. Everybody was afraid to travel on the roads, especially after some bandit attacks on 
thee main roads and murders on the forest road between Songa and Badassa. It was absolutely 
impossiblee to ask people questions on ethnically delicate topics and to acquire reliable 
answers.. In 2000, the Kenya Human Rights Commission published a report 'The forgotten 
peoplepeople revisited' in which most of the armed incidents that took place between 1992 and 1999 
inn Marsabit and Moyale Districts were described in detail. In 1998, 24 armed incidents were 
registered,, in which at least 93 people were killed and 12 people were wounded. There were 
500 incidents in 1999, with 38 people killed and 69 people wounded. These were years in 
whichh tension and fear were almost palpable in Marsabit town. In 1998 and 1999, it was 
barelyy possible to venture outside after six o'clock. Most economic activities were seriously 
undermined,, as the road from the farms to the market was continuously under threat. To us, 
andd the people in Marsabit Town, it looked like an escalation of ethnic violence. In such a 
situation,, it was tempting to interpret the violent conflicts in this ethnically diverse area as 
arisingg from competition over scarce resources. 
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ReconciliationReconciliation in 2000 
Inn 2000, the severe drought situation seemed a 'good' opportunity to us to find out how the 
'traditionall  ways of resource management' would deal with this increased scarcity situation. 
Too our surprise we found a peaceful atmosphere on the mountain, even though the drought 
hadd caused widespread starvation among animals due to a lack of pasture. People with large 
herdss had moved away from Marsabit, to places in Ethiopia and southwards to places like 
Waso,, Isiolo, Wamba, Maralal and Garba Tula. This reduced the pressure on Marsabit wells 
fromm large herds. However, thousands of poorer households with small herds still had to use 
thee mountain waterholes. The small wells, with littl e water and a low water table were 
avoided.. Only large waterholes with a greater capacity were used. This resulted in a situation 
wherebyy people from different ethnic groups all depended on a few water holes. Contrary to 
whatt we expected, the situation around the waterholes was one of cooperation, sharing and 
mutuall  understanding. 

AA case in point was the temporary reconciliation around Bakato wells. Bakato is a watering 
sitee in a grazing area between Badassa and Songa, exactly on the boundary between the 
Boranaa and Rendille/Samburu speaking communities. In 1998, the place was the scene of 
fightingg and shooting, killing and raiding. It was impossible for us to visit that well site 
becausee of the fights. 1998 was a year with high rainfall, good pastures and lots of raids. As 
thee herdsmen later explained to us, raids tend to increase in number and violence in a wet year 
becausee it is easier to feed and water stolen animals, while the environment provides better 
possibilitiess to hide. The result of the violence in 1998 was that the Bakato dam and the 
nearbyy wells were not used for a long time. The whole region became a no-go area. With the 
onsett of the drought, pasture on the mountain deteriorated and the number of usable wells 
decreased.. Herdsmen of both Rendille and Boran groups met and agreed that they should stop 
fightingg (temporarily) in order to use the wells and pasture of Bakato. We saw Rendille and 
Borann herdsmen watering each other's animals and both were willing to talk about violent 
conflictss in the past. They said that they used to reconcile in such times of stress, for the sake 
off  sheer survival. They suggested that people with small herds who had lived around Marsabit 
Mountainn for generations are not as inclined to engage in raids and murder as those who live 
inn the lowlands and have larger herds. Young, wealthy herdsmen from the lowlands like to 
comee to the mountain during the wet season to raid, fight, poach and then disappear from the 
area,, leaving the mountain inhabitants behind to solve the problems they have caused. In 
addition,, wealthy herd owners and politicians like to instigate conflicts for their personal 
prestige,, without considering how poorer herdsmen suffer from such conflicts. Although 
fightss often happen around water places, people do not fight over access to water, as is often 
reported.. Raids happen at water places because so many animals accumulate around a 
wateringg point. If people want to get access to a certain water point, they reconcile and 
negotiate.. That is traditionally the way to get access to water points. In any event, the situation 
inn the drought year of 2000 was a very illuminative contribution to our investigation on the 
mechanismm of use rights allocation and emphasised the importance of the principle that 
everybodyy should have access to water, irrespective of ethnic or clan affiliation. In this 
respectt it is interesting to mention the historical claims on the same water sources by Rendille 
andd Boran herdsmen on Mount Marsabit. 
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Thee Rendille Galmagor was the first settler in Hula Hula. He said that the spring at Hula Hula was 
usedd by Laikipiak Maasai and Loroguchu Samburu before the Boran came to occupy the mountain 
withh their cattle. By the time Galmagor settled in Hula Hula in 1969, Boran had dug wells and 
improvedd them with troughs. The Rendille were initially refused access to the water there. The 
Provinciall  Commissioner came to settle the case and in 1970 the Rendille were allocated 1 day in 
thee watering schedule. Since then, the watering schedule has been such that the Samburu/Rendille, 
thee town and the Burji and the Boran, Gabra and Manyatta Ginda are assigned one day. Every 
householdd pays Ksh. 10 per month to pay the water manager who opens the tap and manages the 
equipmentt at the well of Hula Hula (from own field notes, 2000). 

Inn times of ethnic tension, Boran and Rendille/Samburu claim ownership over wells, 
whichh lie on the border between the groups such as the Hula Hula and Bakato water sites. The 
Medatte/Maidahadd oasis in the nearby Chalbi Desert on the border between Gabra and 
Rendillee rangelands is also a place that has been used by both Gabra and Rendille 
interchangeably.. During times of reconciliation, they admit that they understand why the 
enemyy has a rightful claim to the same well. Boran readily admit that the Rendille and the 
Samburuu have used the water on Mount Marsabit before they migrated from Ethiopia. The 
Rendille/Samburuu admit, in turn, that the Boran have improved the wells over a long period 
off  time. Everyone in Marsabit knows that improving a well and contributing labour and 
investmentss means building up use rights. 

SituationsSituations of peace and cooperation in the colonial era 
Ourr study shows how, in certain situations, resource scarcity can contribute to reconciliation 
andd cooperation between otherwise antagonistic ethnic groups. Evidence from the colonial 
recordss shows similar phenomena. The following was reported in both 1939 and 1955, which 
weree years of severe droughts: 

'Duringg part of the year it was common to find Boran, Rendille and Gabra using common water 
holes,, and surprisingly little friction occurred between them' (Marsabit District Annual Report, 
1939:7). . 

"Theree was no internal unrest; in fact relations between the three tribes were most friendly - which 
iss most surprising in view of the severe drought conditions prevailing throughout the year. As with 
thee Boran, the Rendille-Gabra relations remain most friendly and have shared their water and 
grazingg (Marsabit District Annual Report 1955: 7-16). 

Thee suggestion of the herdsmen that more violent ethnic conflicts, especially armed raids, 
takee place during the rainy seasons is interesting. Their explanation that raiders like to attack 
duringg wet years because of high grass, strong animals, dense bush to hide in and the 
availabilityy of surface water, which makes it easier to trek with the animals, seems plausible. 
Thatt means that there should be a correlation between years of high rainfall and number of 
violentt attacks. Furthermore, livestock can be a burden during droughts and all parties 
thereforee profit from cooperation in a situation of drought. This seems to contradict the 
'scarcity-causes-violence'' paradigm, since years of severe droughts are times of higher 
scarcityy during which, according to the paradigm, higher numbers of violent conflicts ought to 
occur.. Alternatively, one could argue that after severe droughts herdsmen could wait until the 
rainss have started to raid their enemies to replenish their stock losses. That suggests that 
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resourcee scarcity caused in a dry year could be a probable reason for conflict during a 
subsequentt wet year. In that case there should be an increase in violence in a wet year 
followingg a drought. These questions can only be tested if we have access to an overview of 
armedd violent incidents for a number of years for the District. 

IsIs there a trend in increasing violence? 
Armedd violence is regarded as a typical characteristic of Kenya's drylands, or of the Horn of 
Africaa in general. 

'..inn the Hom of Africa in recent times, conflict among pastoralists has taken on new, exaggerated 
dimensions.. A shrinking resource base has provoked a desperate struggle for survival in which the 
existencee of some groups is threatened' (Markakis 1993: 13). 

'Thee most obvious threat to pastoral survival is the increase in violence in the sparsely populated 
pastorall  areas: warfare and raiding have been constant features in the lives of most pastoral 
peoples,, but automatic weapons and grenades have revolutionised the intensity and deadliness of 
conflictss and quite altered their nature' (Baxter 2001: 236). 

Thesee statements appeal to many people who have been to the Horn. It is true that modern 
weaponss have a different level of destruction, causing more deaths in a short time. Yet, to 
avoidd misinterpretation of the present, it is necessary to look at the past. One can only claim 
'ann increase of violence' when there is evidence of a trend in violent incidents over time. 
Moreover,, a trend in incidents should be related to population growth. Absolute numbers of 
incidentss do not say much in an area where population growth is high. Also Hussein et al. 
(1999)) notice that recent literature claiming 'increasing conflict' in West Africa fails to give 
evidencee of trends.l 

Thee relationship between violent conflicts and population growth seems, however, difficult 
too establish. Markakis (1997), for example, who stated that 'the Horn of Africa is a textbook 
casee of environmental degradation and conflict', wrote a book in 1997 entitled 'Resource 
conflictconflict in the Horn of Africa', in which he convincingly quantified the trends of population 
growth,, resource degradation and increasing food insecurity. The part on 'conflicts' in the 
bookk remains, however, largely descriptive and shows how tribal and descent groups and 
culturall  movements confront each other or the state in different ways. There is no data on how 
violentt these conflicts were, how many people were killed and injured and what the trend has 
beenn over the last century. Mkutu (2002: 4) also states that 'violent conflicts involving 
pastoralistss have become widespread and increasingly severe throughout much of the Horn of 
Africa'' without listing any trend in numbers. An interesting study on state-sponsored violence 
inn Kenya by Kahl (1998) shows indeed how trends in population growth and increasing 
scarcityy of resources seem to have contributed to widespread politically motivated ethnic 
clashess in Rift Valley, Nyanza and the Western Provinces. The reported number of deaths was 

Itt is indeed very difficult to find this kind of information. Conflict-ridden areas are notorious for their 
missingg documents, misinterpretation of incidents and government institutions ignoring or denying killings. 
However,, Marsabit District is considered a 'hardship area*  by the National Government, which means that 
civill  servants get a 'hardship' bonus on top of their salaries. It does not benefit the police to underreport 
ethnicc violence and raids, as that would reduce the chance that their area of service earns the 'hardship 
status'. . 
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1,5000 from 1991 to 1993 (Kahl 1998: 7), implying an average of 500 deaths per year, while 
aboutt 300,000 displaced people were counted in the same period. The question is how large 
thee population was on which these numbers are based. It has been suggested that Kenya has 
longg been a relatively calm country, but we have no proof of population growth-related ethnic 
violencee in the past. As De Soysa observed, despite a large number of studies on the causes of 
civill  war and an intense debate on environmental effects on social relations, few have 
systematicallyy tested environmental scarcity and violence utilising hard data on large samples 

(2002:: 2). 
Althoughh there have been a number of qualitative and descriptive case studies that tried to 

provee the 'scarcity-causes-violence' paradigm, the lack of statistical evidence is not 
compensatedd for by convincing qualitative studies. Our attempt in this chapter serves two 
goals:: (i) to use hard data on incidents to indicate trends on violence; and (ii) to combine this 
quantitativee data with qualitative information from our study on the governance of scarce 
waterr resources (Chapter 8). 

Thee following section will show how important it is to have at least some indications of 
trendss using hard data. Let us first look at what statistical data on violence in Marsabit, related 
too population numbers, tells us. 

Analysingg trends according to population and rainfall data 

InIn this section we will test the ' scarcity-causes-violence' paradigm, using a drought year as a 
waterr scarcity indicator. As years of low rainfall usually result in scarcities of other resources 
ass well - like reduced vegetation and pasture for animals, a lack of surface water in pools and 
wells,, a lack of milk and harvest and starvation of animals - a drought year can also be an 
indicatorr of general environmental scarcity. 

Twoo important sources of information were available for this study: the annual reports and 
intelligencee reports of the Northern Frontier District in the British colonial era until 1960, and 
thee Kenyan Human Rights publication of 2000 on Marsabit and Moyale Districts.2 Other 
sourcess were historical overviews from Tablino (1999) and Sobania (1979) and rainfall data 
fromm the meteorological station Marsabit. For this study, all the incidents and killings that 
weTee reported by the colonial government in the first part of the century were listed and 
comparedd to the number of incidents and loss of life in the last decade. The annual reports of 
thee present-day government do not, however, systematically list incidents and numbers of 
peoplee killed in armed conflicts. Unfortunately, we had no data at our disposal referring to the 
periodd from 1960 to 1989, which was an extremely violent time due to the Somali secessionist 

war. . 
Droughtss in the rangelands, as recorded in historical accounts of annual reports and by 

Sobaniaa (1979) and Tablino (1999) in Marsabit District, correspond fairly accurately with an 
annuall  rainfall of 700 mm or less on Marsabit Mountain. 

22 In the era of the British colonial administration, these districts together were part of the Northern Frontier 
District.. Until 1995, Marsabit and Moyale together formed one district. For these reasons, the incidents in 
bothh districts are counted together and weighed for population growth in both districts. 
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OverviewOverview33 of armed incidents and number of killings 
Thee data in Table 17.1 shows an increase in absolute numbers of armed incidents, but that is 
nott surprising given the rapid population growth. However, when weighted for human 
populationn figures, there is no upward trend in armed incidents. We should also take into 
accountt that the nature of incidents has changed over time. The overview in Appendix 17.1 
showss that past conflicts were usually raids. The proportion of incidents in which the Kenyan 
andd Ethiopian army was involved in the 1990s is quite substantial. For example, twenty-three 
off  the fifty  incidents in 1999 were caused by the Ethiopian militi a against Kenyan civilians, 
causingg eight deaths and numerous abductions. In the same year, the Kenyan army was 
involvedd in nine incidents in which 17 civilians were killed in an alleged attempt to stop 
peoplee from supporting the Oromo Liberation Front (OLF). In only 16 incidents, in which 12 
peoplee were killed, was the army not involved.4 The first conclusion that we can draw from 
thiss data is that, contrary to common belief, the number of violent conflicts in the course of 
lastt century has not increased proportionally to the population growth. There has been an 
increasee during the last decade, but the level is not as high as during pre-independence time. 

AnalysisAnalysis of the relationship between resource scarcity and ethnic violence 
Thee second question of whether violence is related to the scarcity of renewable resources is 
moree difficult to answer. Scarcity of resources is a relative variable and scores of indicators 
shouldd be measured against scores in the previous years. 

Figuree 17.1 shows trends in absolute numbers of incidents, numbers of people killed and 
rainfall.. In some years it looks as if the number of incidents is higher, in line with increased 
rainfall.. However, correlation measures do not show a direct significant correlation between 
rainfalll  (in mm) and violence in absolute and in relative terms (see Table 17.2). One could 
thinkk of a situation that droughts in one year could result in violence in the following year. 
Thatt is tested in the row 'one-year time lag' in Table 17.2. 

Inn this study, we speak only of armed violent encounters as those encounters resulting in death, abductions, 
torturee or injuries, in order to avoid a subjective interpretation of concepts like competition, ethnic strife, 
verball  aggression and other behaviour that does not result in loss of lif e or physical injuries. The incidents 
countedd in Table 17.1 are classified in the original reports as 'raid', 'armed attack' or 'murder'. 'Raid*  is an 
armedd attack where livestock is involved, and 'murder' is an armed attack where one or two individuals are 
assassinatedd for various (usually political) reasons. The incidents in this list also have an 'ethnic*  character, 
inn the sense that the ethnic identity of the groups involved was virtually always reported whenever it seemed 
too play an important role. Included in the list of incidents are the abductions of Kenyan residents by the 
Ethiopiann army. These abductions are 'violent' in the sense that weapons are used to threaten people and 
whenn people are abducted they are usually tortured severely. We also included the violence used by the 
Ethiopiann and Kenyan armies against Kenyan civilians because incidents can as well be (responses to) raids, 
murderr and rape and have a strong ethnical component. The greatest difference with the other incidents is 
thatt the militi a operate more openly under the questionable protection of uniforms and legal possession of 
guns.. Other types of criminal or violent incidents (for instance a drunkard in town killing his neighbour) are 
nott included in Table 17.1. 

44 In this respect it is interesting to note that in a recent report by the Daily Nation, the majority of firearms 
deathsdeaths in several Kenyan districts are attributed to police activities (Leyan, 2002). 'Six out of every ten 
Kenyanss who are shot dead are victims of police shootings' says a new report. But the statistics rise 
dramaticallyy in 2001, when the police shot dead nine out of every ten victims. The study, the first ever in 
Kenyaa carried out by medico-legal experts, attributes an average of 60 per cent of firearm deaths to police 
andd 39 per cent to criminals in the past five years. 
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TableTable 17.1 
Overvieww of registered numberr of violent ethnic incidents and death cases, 
Marsabitt District per year5 

Year r 

A A 
1929 9 
1930 0 
1931 1 
1932 2 
1933 3 
1934 4 
1936 6 
1937 7 
1939 9 
1940 0 
1941 1 
1942 2 
1943 3 
1944 4 
1945 5 
1946 6 
1947 7 
1948 8 
1949 9 
1950 0 
1951 1 
1952 2 
1953 3 
1954 4 
1955 5 
1956 6 
1957 7 
1958 8 
1959 9 

B B 
1990 0 
1992 2 
1993 3 
1994 4 
1995 5 
1996 6 
1997 7 
1998 8 
1999 9 

Sources Sources 

Rainfalll  Absolute no. of 

596.14 4 
637.54 4 

1,372.87 7 
526.54 4 
661.67 7 
501.65 5 
910.34 4 
999.24 4 
629.16 6 
694.69 9 

1,029.72 2 
1,369.82 2 

847.60 0 
856.74 4 

1,344.68 8 
452.88 8 
787.15 5 
983.74 4 
819.15 5 
370.59 9 
638.81 1 

1,037.59 9 
753.36 6 

1,173.99 9 
804.67 7 
693.42 2 

1,061.47 7 
757.68 8 
769.37 7 

412.10 0 
409.60 0 
539.30 0 
832.80 0 
736.50 0 
851.40 0 
320.80 0 

1,489.30 0 
891.50 0 

violent t 
incidents s 

1 1 
2 2 
3 3 
4 4 
1 1 
6 6 
3 3 
1 1 
0 0 

13 3 
11 1 
7 7 

11 1 
6 6 
1 1 
3 3 
1 1 
2 2 
1 1 
4 4 
6 6 
2 2 
7 7 
5 5 
2 2 
6 6 

23 3 
2 2 
3 3 

1 1 
14 4 
3 3 
9 9 
4 4 

17 7 
5 5 

24 4 
50 0 

Absolutee no of 
violentt deaths 

3 3 
2 2 
4 4 

126 6 
2 2 
5 5 
1 1 
7 7 
0 0 

37 7 
66 6 
22 2 

409 9 
30 0 
5 5 
4 4 

17 7 
6 6 
1 1 

21 1 
30 0 
77 7 
6 6 

25 5 
10 0 
32 2 

185 5 
0 0 
3 3 

1 1 
24 4 
11 1 
66 6 
2 2 

36 6 
66 6 
93 3 
38 8 

Relativee no. of 
violentt incidents 

(incident/population n 
xx 100,000) 

8.18 8 
18.27 7 
33.27 7 
39.73 3 
9.48 8 

40.87 7 
17.83 3 
5.92 2 
.00 0 

81.86 6 
69.27 7 
44.26 6 
74.30 0 
38.66 6 
6.45 5 

19.49 9 
6.49 9 

12.92 2 
6.59 9 

25.00 0 
35.29 9 
11.11 1 
36.84 4 
22.95 5 
9.18 8 

19.15 5 
74.19 9 
6.50 0 
9.75 5 

.75 5 
9.91 1 
2.06 6 
6.01 1 
2.59 9 

10.69 9 
3.05 5 

14.23 3 
28.78 8 

rainfalll  and population numbers of 

Relativee no. of 
violentt deaths 

(death/population n 
xx 100,000) 

24.53 3 
18.27 7 
44.36 6 

1,251.61 1 
18.96 6 
34.06 6 

5.94 4 
41.46 6 

.00 0 
233.00 0 
415.62 2 
139.12 2 

2,764.26 6 
193.31 1 
32.26 6 
25.98 8 

110.40 0 
38.76 6 
6.59 9 

131.25 5 
176.47 7 
427.78 8 
31.58 8 

114.74 4 
45.89 9 

102.12 2 
596.77 7 

.00 0 
9.75 5 

.75 5 
16.99 9 
7.56 6 

44.04 4 
1.30 0 

22.65 5 
40.31 1 
55.14 4 
21.87 7 

Population n 

12,229 9 
10,948 8 
9,017 7 

10,067 7 
10,547 7 
14,681 1 
16,825 5 
16,885 5 
15,895 5 
15,880 0 
15,880 0 
15,814 4 
14,796 6 
15,519 9 
15,500 0 
15,396 6 
15,398 8 
15,478 8 
15,174 4 
16,000 0 
17,000 0 
18,000 0 
19,000 0 
21,789 9 
21,789 9 
31,337 7 
31,000 0 
30,774 4 
30,774 4 

133,140 0 
141,248 8 
145,485 5 
149,850 0 
154,345 5 
158,975 5 
163,745 5 
168,657 7 
173,717 7 

Marsabitt District Annual Reports 1929-1999, Kenya human rights report 2UOU, Marsabit Meteorological station. 

55 Table 17.1 is based on our own compilation of data reported in the Annual Reports and the Kenyan Human 
Rightss report 2000. Marsabit District included also Moyale District before 1995. For comparison reasons, 

we e includedd present-day Moyal 
incidentss as far as we could find 

ee District in the figures.. See Appendix 17.1 for a complete overview of 
inn these reports. Readers are invited to add information on missing years. 
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FigureFigure 17.1 
Absolutee number of armed incidents, people killed, and rainfall figures6 

Compiledd from MDAR several years and meteorological station, Marsabit.6 

TableTable 17.2 
Correlationn coefficient for rain and armed incidents and killings in Marsabit District 

Rainfall l 
11 -year time 
lag g 

Absolutee number of 
incidents s 

-.156 6 
.141 1 

Relativee number of 
incidents s 

.237 7 

.128 8 

Absolutee number of 
killings s 

.078 8 

.094 4 

Relativee number of 
killings s 

.045 5 

.016 6 

Alll  figures are not significant at the 0.05 level. 

Correlationn figures in Table 17.2 show that there is no direct significant correlation 
betweenn rainfall and violence and that there is no correlation either between armed violence 
andd rainfall in the previous year (we lagged the violence rates one year). 

However,, using a different method produces interesting results. Table 17.3 shows the 
averagee number of incidents and killings in wet, average and dry years of rainfall. 'Incident 
rate'' and 'kil l rate' is the number of incidents and killings divided by population numbers and 
multipliedd by 100,000. 

Tablee 17.3 shows that the absolute and relative numbers of deaths are higher for wetter 
yearss than for dryer years. The mean numbers of incidents do not show a clear trend. 
However,, it is clear that twice as many people are killed in wet years (50.1 vs. 23.5) than in 
droughtt years, in both relative and absolute terms. Surprisingly, the number of incidents and 
killingss does not rise in wet or average years following a drought. In fact, fewer people were 

4099 people were killed in 1943. This is omitted in the graph, for 'distortion of scale' reasons but is included 
inn the following calculations. 
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killedd (23.4) in wet years following droughts than in wet years in general (50.1). The standard 
deviationn is, however, high so we cannot make hard statements based on these figures. The 
onlyy statement we can make is that there is less violence in drought years than in wet years. 
Thatt means that the violence occurring in the District is not related to drought-induced 
scarcityy of resources. This is presented in a more exaggerated form in Table 17.4 

TableTable 17. 3 

Droughtt years (<700mm) (n = 13) 

Averagee years (701*850 mm) 
(n=10) ) 

Wett years (>851 mm) (n = 16) 

Averagee and wet years following 
droughtt (years >700 following 
yearss of <701 mm) (n = 8) 

Incidents s 
Killed d 
Incidentt rate 
Kil ll  rate 
Incidents s 
Killed d 
Incidentt rate 
Kil ll  rate 
Incidents s 
Killed d 
Incidentt rate 
Kil ll  rate 
Incidents s 
Killed d 
Incidentt rate 
Kil ll  rate 

Mean n 

7.6 6 
23.5 5 
14.7 7 

127.4 4 
6.2 2 

40.1 1 
24.0 0 

142.9 9 
6.5 5 

50.1 1 
27.1 1 

262.5 5 
5.5 5 

23.4 4 
27.5 5 
79.7 7 

Std.. Deviation 

13.84 4 
34.06 6 
12.67 7 

339.3 3 
6.3 3 

57.5 5 
22.7 7 

203.5 5 
6.0 0 

99.7 7 
26.8 8 

676.5 5 
3.4 4 

22.2 2 
25.8 8 
83.6 6 

Compiledd from MDARs, several years 

TableTable J 7.4  7.4 
Meann number of incidents and deaths in drought and other years 

Absolutee number Absolute number Incidents rate Death rate (weighed for 
off  incidents of deaths (weighed for population) population) 

Droughtt years 
Otherr years 

13 3 
26 6 

7.6 6 
6.4 4 

Compiledd from MDARs, several years. 

23.5 5 
46.3 3 

14.7 7 
26.0 0 

127.4 4 
216.5 5 

Thee absolute number of deaths resulting from violence is twice as high in years in which 
rainfalll  exceeded 700 mm. As shown in Table 17.3, there were even fewer deaths in the year 
followingg a drought. Table 17.5 shows that in a sequence of years following a drought, the 
highestt death rate is measured in the second and fourth year after a drought. This table also 
showss a decrease in the relative number of deaths in years following a drought. There is a 
sharpp increase in the second year after a drought year. If we still think that rainfall has an 
impactt on violence, we could partly explain this phenomenon by the time lag that lies 
betweenn the drought and recuperation after drought. The first wet year after a drought is 
cruciall  for survival. The first rains usually cause more death and disease among the weakened 
livestock.. After rangelands and livestock have improved, especially in the second year after a 

Thesee figures are based on Table 17.1. 
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drought,, there are more incidents and higher death rates. One can only guess why the number 
off  conflicts decreases in the third year after a drought and increases in the fourth year after a 
drought.. It is almost impossible to draw a conclusion on the basis of a small number of years. 
However,, these results are interesting enough to suggest that it is not during times of 
environmentall  scarcity that ethnic violence increases. 

Ann additional question is whether the situation in Marsabit is different compared to places 
elsewhere,, where scholars found apparently enough evidence to relate violent conflicts with 
resourcee scarcity. 

TableTable 17.5 
Meann number of incidents and deaths in drought years and years following droughts 
Numberr of years 
afterr drought (<700 
mm) ) 

Droughtt year 
11 year after drought 
22 years after drought 
33 years after drought 
44 years after drought 
55 years after drought 

n n 

U U 
8 8 
7 7 
6 6 
4 4 
1 1 

Absolute e 
numberr of 
incidents s 

7.6 6 
5.5 5 

10.1 1 
4.2 2 
5.0 0 
6.0 0 

Absolute e 
numberr of 

deaths s 

23.5 5 
23.4 4 
72.1 1 
6.2 2 

111.0 0 
30.0 0 

Incidentss rate 
(weighedd for 
population) ) 

14.7 7 
27.5 5 
26.0 0 
20.2 2 
28.2 2 
38.7 7 

Deathh rate 
(weighedd for 
population) ) 

127.4 4 
79.7 7 

235.8 8 
36.1 1 

732.6 6 
193.3 3 

Rainfalll  in mm 

531.4 4 
1048.4 4 
910.0 0 
910.1 1 
918.3 3 
1344.7 7 

Source:Source: Compiled from MDAR several years 

Explainingg the decrease in violence in drought years 

ViolenceViolence and collective action 
Thee explanation offered by the herdsmen at the well sites in 2000 suggests a situation where 
cooperationn or fighting between parties depends on which situation is expected to offer most 
advantages.. Game theory, which is based on the analy:;^ of choices in situations where the 
outcomee of a decision by one player depends on the decision of another player, and where 
thesee decisions of others are not known in advance, may offer insights into this phenomenon. 
Ass game theory is a vast field of study going far beyond the scope of this chapter (and our 
expertise)) we would only like to suggest a pattern in part of the violence which is occurring in 
Marsabit. . 

Inn a simple game theory model, there are two parties that have the choice whether to 
cooperatee or not. If they cooperate, the pay-off for both will be higher than when they do not 
cooperate.. This win-win situation depends, however, on the action of the other player. As 
longg as they are not informed about each other's decision, it is more rational not to cooperate. 

Inn Marsabit we could test a simplified game theory model for two different ethnic groups 
whoo can chose between three possible types of collective action: they can cooperate, avoid 
eachh other, or fight. In the first type of collective action people cooperate, for example, by 
usingg water from a source. Similar to the Folk theorem which says 'make a deal to cooperate 
everyy period, if you don't, you don't ever cooperate again', herdsmen of different ethnic 
groupss tend to cooperate during periods of water scarcity because the deals make sure that 
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theyy will always have access to certain water sources. The pay-off is survival (see Gravelle & 
Reess 1981 for details on the Folk theorem). 

Thee opposite form of collective action is to fight. Groups of herdsmen raid each other's 
livestockk and try to ban the other group from the water source. The pay-offs vary from stolen 
cattlee to blood revenge, honour and increased power and status for a local political leader. 

Thee question is now which type of collective action is more likely to occur during 
droughts?? The herdsmen themselves suggested that cooperation and making deals during 
droughtss was more rational, while they (sometimes) fight in times of high rainfall and 
abundance.. The ultimate aim of each herder is that he and his livestock survives a drought. 
Negotiatingg access to a water source and cooperation as regards maintenance of this well, 
evenn if it belongs to another ethnic group, wil l increase the chance of survival. If fights were 
too occur and people were to try to steal each other's animals, there would no place to water 
them.. Tracking stolen animals during droughts is virtually impossible. The lack of 
informationn about the other parties' behaviour is limited because of the deal that is made: no 
cooperationn during drought will mean a ban from the water place forever. It is thus more 
rationall  to fight during wet times and death rates are therefore lower in drought years. 

Thee herdsmen in 2000 also contributed another aspect, namely that of poverty. During 
droughts,, the poor herdsmen remain behind on the mountain because they have too few 
animalss 'to move. Herdsmen require a large herd and pack animals to make mobility 
worthwhile.. They are forced to reconcile to be able to use the pasture and water that is left. 
Thee poor herdsmen put forward that the wealthy elite profits most from fights. The herdsmen 
thatt we interviewed suggested that it was more rational for the poor who stayed behind to 
cooperatee and share their resources, in the absence of the wealthy elites. 

Mancurr Olsen (cited in Ostrom 1990) challenged the idea that if members of a group have 
aa common interest or object they would all be better off if that objective were achieved 
throughh cooperation and that as a result individuals in that group would act to achieve that 
objective,, assuming they were rational and self-interested. He says that 'unless the number of 
individualss is quite small, or unless there is coercion or some other special device to make 
individualss act in their common interest, rational, self-interested individuals will not act to 
achievee their common or group interests' (Olsen 1965 in Ostrom 1990: 5-6). Although this 
ideaa usually serves to explain why people do not have enough incentives to contribute to 
commonn goods, this explains precisely why large-scale fights are not likely to occur in 
Marsabitt District during periods of drought. Violent ethnic conflict is a type of collective 
actionn of which the benefits (stock theft, praise, blood revenge and honour) to the group do 
nott outweigh the costs of fighting (closing off water sources, revenges and general insecurity) 
thatt has to be carried by each individual. The advantages might be higher in wet years, when 
thee costs of fights can be carried more easily. Therefore, fights occur more often during times 
off  abundance of rain and grazing. 

InterveningIntervening circumstances 
However,, a great deal of violence occurs that is not related to raiding and cannot be explained 
thiss way.'At present, many local residents of Marsabit Mountain do not consider it rational to 
fightt during wet times either, but are afraid that they sometimes do not have a choice because 
theyy are forced to take sides in a conflict. The next step in the analysis of violence should be 
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too identify the years of high occurrence of armed violence and study, for each specific 
incident,, which circumstances could have played a role (such as, for instance, a time gap 
betweenn rainfall and the improvement of rangeland and thus improvement of strength and 
growthh of herds). When herdsmen say that raids take place in the wet season because of bush 
growthh and improved health of cattle, there must be a time lag between rainfall and raids as 
wass suggested earlier. This time lag varies from weeks to months. In these months, the health 
off  cattle might be disturbed by epidemics, the rangelands may be infested with locusts, or 
bushfiress might destroy pastures. There are many similar uncertain intervening variables. 
Anthropologicall  studies have shown that raids often take place as revenge for previous 
attacks.. However, revenge activities are not supposed to coincide with religious ceremonies, 
whichh take place in certain periods corresponding to the lunar cycle, irrespective of rainfall. 
Onn the other hand, a slight increase in violence is said to take place after age-set ceremonies, 
duringg which groups of warriors are initiated or ritual leaders are installed (Baxter, pers. 
comm.. 2002). Other intervening variables that influence the occurrence of violence are related 
too political activities. The ethnic violence in Marsabit Town from 1997 to 1999 was linked to 
thee presidential elections in 1997. Although there were some 'traditional raids' too, a lot of 
violencee resulted from the agreement between the Kenyan and Ethiopian governments to 
eradicatee the Oromo Liberation Front from Marsabit District. These considerations mean that 
forr a good explanation specific case study analyses are required, which might be the best way 
too investigate armed violence anyway. This, however, goes beyond the scope of this chapter.8 

Thee conclusion is that if ecological parameters influence incidents of violent conflicts, they 
mightt not be scarcity induced because times of rain are times of relative abundance. Although 
wee do not deny that environmental conditions can correlate with conflicts, we think that other 
factorss might better explain eruptions of violence. It is therefore reasonable to question the 
applicabilityy of the 'scarcity-causes-violence-paradigm' in Marsabit District. Even though the 
paradigmm might be revealing in other areas, in Marsabit it seems that increasing scarcity does 
nott contribute to increasing ethnic violence. This leads us to the question of how Marsabit 
mightt be different in other ways from the areas in which this relationship does seem to exist. 

TheThe fluidity of ethnic identity 
Thee reason for ethnic conflicts in times of scarcity being different in the Marsabit Mountain 
areaa might partly lie in the fluidity of ethnic identity in migratory areas. Territory in an area 
likee Marsabit Mountain, but also in some places in the lowlands, is not as strictly and 
permanentlyy defined along ethnic lines as may appear at first glance. Similarly, the ethnic 
identityy of an individual, or even a whole family, is not as strict as it might seem. So far have 
wee dealt with 'ethnicity' as if it is easy to define and distinguish ethnic groups. Ethnicity 
seemss to play a crucial role in explaining all sorts of problems in Africa, including violent 
conflicts,, but what role does ethnicity actually play? Although individuals carry identity 
markerss like beads, different colours and spears to show to which ethnic group they presently 
identifyy themselves with, it does not mean that all their relatives belong to that group alone, or 
evenn that they have been born into that ethnic group. For instance, anthropologists (like 
Schleee 1989) found that every ethnic group in this area has clans which consist of individuals 

Thee circumstances of years with high numbers of armed incidents and killings are described in case studies 
inn Appendix 17.2. 
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thatt come from neighbouring ethnic groups. People can decide during their lifetime to move 
too a neighbouring ethnic group if that is advantageous. These clans of people who once 
belongedd to another ethnic group seem to be quite large in villages like Kituruni and Songa, 
forr example, where people have relatives in both Samburu and Rendille families. However, in 
Hulaa Hula there is also a substantial number of people who belong to the Rendille Odhola 
clann or who have blood relatives in the Gabra Odhola clan. There are numerous families who 
havee blood relatives among other ethnic groups, but no data is available. Neither do people 
likee to emphasise this duality in ethnic identity, so it is hard to find quantitative data on this 
topic.. However, we have reason to believe that their number might be especially high in the 
Marsabitt Mountain area. Double ethnic identity is especially used or reinforced when people 
marryy or migrate and change their livelihood. Impoverished pastoralists have to depend on 
otherss for some time, until they are self supporting. For instance, when pastoralists settle in 
Marsabit,, some redefine their own identity. They will adopt the ethnicity of the area in which 
theyy are going to live. Such people do not profit from conflicts at all because it forces them to 
takee sides and this reduces the chance of obtaining assistance from another ethnic group. We 
thereforee think that, although sedentarisation increased the pressure on certain resources, it 
actuallyy might also have increased the peacekeeping forces in the society. Because more 
householdss have settled and do not move around anymore they have to keep some peace in 
orderr to negotiate access to resources in times of environmental stress. 

Evenn though this fluidity of ethnic boundaries is a characteristic of Marsabit District, it 
wouldd be wrong to suggest that this phenomenon would not exist outside this area. Frederik 
Barthh observed flexibilit y in ethnic identity among the Basseri in South Persia (Jenkins 1997), 
Mohamedd Salih observed ethnic merging and alliances in the Sudan and Nigeria (1999), and 
Duijnzingss (1999) observed it in Kosovo before the war. Multiple ethnic identities might be a 
moree common phenomenon than appears in studies because the existence of a single ethnic 
identityy is assumed. But as Markakis commented: 

AA persistent confusion between form and substance has often confounded our understanding of 
sociall  conflict in Africa. Ethnicity, for instance, is often the ideological form such conflict takes, 
butt its substance is seldom a clash of cultures. Like all ideologies, ethnicity is a symptom of social 
disorder,, not its cause (in Mohamed Salih 1999). 

Thee social reality is a rather dynamic and complex pattern of multiple and changing ethnic 
identities,, where cultures, norms and values merge and change until conflicts create 
boundariess and ethnic 'clarity'. 

FluidityFluidity and flexibility of property regimes 
Contemporaryy studies on resource conflicts have emphasised problems in land tenure and 
propertyy regimes governing natural resources. Hardin's old idea that the use of common 
propertyy resources will inevitably lead to over-use and degradation (1968), based on the 
assumptionn that common property resources are used as open-access resources, is still the 
basiss of much of the literature on scarcity and violence (Homer-Dixon 1999; Maxwell & 
Reuvenyy 2000). However, it appears that in Marsabit strong common property regimes 
governingg water resources cope well with increasing water scarcity, despite poverty and 
populationn growth (Chapter 8). Numerous other studies have described similar phenomena 
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(Berkess 1989; Bromley 1992), showing that in fact very few scarce natural resources are 
open-accesss resources. 

Evenn though droughts are of a cyclical nature, scarcities are having an increasingly 
negativee impact on people's livelihood. We can therefore state that where it is needed to avoid 
conflicts,, there is a strong enforceable property regime over natural resources, which does not 
changee when population pressure increases. Interestingly, opposite situations exist in which 
commonn property systems seem to be vaguely defined to avoid conflicts, as in the case of 
Bakatoo well site. The Bakato well site, consisting of seven wells and a dam, does not belong 
too a specific ethnic group. Some of the wells have been dug by the Boran, and therefore the 
ownershipp of these wells is legitimately claimed by Boran clans. However, the area (where 
thee water table is high) was used as a watering point by the Rendille long before the Boran 
emigratedd from Ethiopia to Kenya, so it is obviously and equally legitimate to call it part of 
Rendillee territory. The Bakato well site is a typical example of a case in which double ethnic 
usee rights exist. This suggests that vaguely defined property systems leave room for 
opportunisticc and temporary use rights through negotiations and accommodate flexibility , 
whichh is of crucial importance in unbalanced ecosystems. It is important for outsiders to 
recognisee such 'duality' in areas, not only for possible conflictive claims, but also especially 
forr their potential peacekeeping functions during droughts. 

Proponentss of the paradigm might still be right in their assertion that the situation in 
Marsabitt is different to that in other areas where the relationship is evident: violent conflicts 
aree not caused by a scarcity of natural resources, because there are clearly defined and 
enforceablee property rights, while common property resources are not used as open-access 
resources.. But what about areas such as the Bakato well site where vague ownership rights 
existt in order to prevent conflicts? In such areas, enforcing new legislation based on territory 
likee group or individual title deeds, would create conflicts.9 Unfortunately it seems that many 
scholarss and government administrators do not see these nuances in property systems and 
easilyy deny their existence. Policies thus often result in defining ethnic territories and 
boundariess where previously duality existed. Ethnic violence resulting from land adjudication 
activitiess may, for instance, be reinterpreted in this light, rather than that ethnic violence is 
attributedd to lack of ingenuity and institutions. 

Inn direct opposition to Homer-Dixon's statement quoted at the beginning of this chapter, 
wee suggest that poor people have also developed institutions to cope with the increasing 
scarcityy of renewable resources and rather cooperate than indulge into violence. 

Ann important question arising from our analysis that remains unanswered is: what causes 
thesee eruptions of violent conflicts in Marsabit if not the scarcity of natural resources and 
traditionall  cattle raiding or revenges of past conflicts? Ethnic violence in the area, though no 
moree violent now than in the past, is a problem and hindrance to development. 

Thee perception of the problem might have changed and people might find it more negative 
thann in the past, which is in itself a significant development. Furthermore, if at any time a 

Inn this respect it is worth mentioning that the recent 'water conflicts' along Tana River between Pokomo 
farmerss and Orma pastoralists started after the government launched a land adjudication programme along 
thee river (Daily Nation Team 10 March 2001). Where vagueness in property rights along the Tana River 
existed,, die attempt to define territory triggered violent conflicts resulting in at least 60 deaths and numerous 
injuredd and displaced families, while being explained as a typical case of scarcity-induced conflicts. 
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conflictt over a scarce natural resource like water exists, it may be a sign that local resource 
userss themselves have been made powerless and that their negotiation system has been 
paralysed,, either by external agencies or by local elites. To use the scarcity of resources as an 
explanationn for violence in Marsabit seems an oversimplification of reality. Our contribution 
too the discussion is therefore that, unlike present-day assumptions in the environmental 
securityy debate, the evidence on a causal relationship between population growth, 
environmentall  scarcity and ethnic violence is not strong. In semi-arid areas like Marsabit 
District,, where population has grown and resources have become increasingly scarce, there is 
noo clear increasing trend of ethnic violence. There is more evidence that violence diminishes 
whenn scarcity increases. It remains important to look at the real reasons behind eruptions of 
violence,, which occur once in a while. Unexplored factors like the role of traditional and 
modernn leadership, the influence of political elections, the trade in small arms, modern 
religionss and the neglect and undermining of traditional social institutions by external 
organisationss (including land adjudication programmes by the government) need to be 
investigatedd in more detail. 

ExplainingExplaining the existence of ethnic violence 
Rejectingg one explanation does not, however, mean that the gap in knowledge can easily be 
filledd with another explanation. We certainly cannot fil l this gap yet, although we can 
formulatee some ideas to start fillin g in this gap in future. 

Wheree violence is partly an institutionalised and organised pattern in society, the 
breakdownn of traditional social institutions might mean that violence is reducing or changing 
itss appearance. From the overview of incidents in Appendix 17.1 it can be observed that the 
characterr of conflicts has changed over the last century: the number of traditional raids in 
relationn to other types of ethnic violence is decreasing, while the violence during election time 
andd during land adjudication programmes or state-sponsored violence is increasing. 

Wee observed that in the genesis of a violent conflict, people consistently refer to 
resourcefull  and powerful individuals who seem to orchestrate confrontations between less 
resourcefull  people. A study of the psychology of the sly and manipulative ways these leaders 
operatee could illuminate much more on ethnic conflicts than a general 'scarcity-causes-
violence'' paradigm. That means that a study on the origin of violence should focus more on 
thee people who own resources rather than on those who lack them and those who profit from 
violencee instead of those who suffer from it. At a low level of analysis, this implies that the 
rolee of traditional elders, the new political elites, the small-arms traders and the local police 
forr instance, should be investigated. At a higher level of scale an analysis should take place of 
thee role of the police, the army and business companies at district or national level. On a 
globall  scale, it means that an analysis of the role and profits of wealthy nations, international 
organisations,, multinationals and the arms industry could provide new insights. 

Ass there is always a reason for all violence, the focus should change from 'those who fight 
inn a conflict' to 'those who benefit from a conflict', because they are not necessarily the same. 
Al ll  violence is perpetrated by individuals, groups, companies or nations who benefit from it. 
AA study of violence should thus focus on the 'flow of wealth' from and to areas of conflict. It 
meanss that the present focus on poverty and resource scarcity disguises the causal factors 
behindd ethnic violence, because the 'resource owners' who coordinate violence go unseen. 
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Thee correlation between resource wealth and violence might thus be much more revealing 
thann a focus on resource scarcity. A number of studies on a high scale of analysis have been 
carriedd out in this context (Collier 2000; Collier & Hoeffler 1998; De Soysa 2002). De Soysa 
(2002),, for instance, correlated the scarcity of renewable resources and the occurrence of 
violentt conflicts for 76 countries over 11 years and found that: 

Despitee testing numerous specifications and several sub-samples, at no time did natural resources, 
bothh renewable and non-renewable, come close to predicting conflict negatively, nor human and 
institutionall  development positively. The results find ample support for those who argue that greed 
ratherr than grievance is likelier to generate armed violence (De Soysa 2002: 28-29). 

Inn line with these results, a test needs to be carried out as to whether this relationship also 
existss at lower levels of analysis. A focus on the 'flow of wealth' to and from war-torn areas, 
andd the identification of those groups or individuals who benefit will offer better causal 
explanationss for the occurrence of violence. That such a focus is much more difficult and also 
dangerouss for the researcher and his/her informants, might partly explain why there is a lack 
off  studies at a low level of scale. 

Conclusions s 

Accordingg to Homer Dixon (1999), resource scarcity can cause violent conflicts when 
populationss increase. Such conflicts are particularly violent in poor, marginal regions where 
manyy ethnic groups have to compete for scarce natural resources and where people hardly 
havee the capacity to develop 'ingenuity and adaptation'. However, results from our research 
cannott verify the assumption that increasing competition over scarce resources on Marsabit 
Mountainn results in more ethnic violence. Water resources seem to play a vital role in social 
interaction,, reconciliation, sharing and cooperation in survival strategies. 

Thee poor herdsmen for whom transhumance is not affordable are left behind in drought 
areas.. They explained that it is more rational for them to cooperate with people from different 
ethnicc backgrounds in times of drought in order to share the scarce water resources and this 
wass verified by the yearly statistics on violence: twice as many deaths occurred in wet years 
thenn in drought years. 

Theree is no evidence that violence is increasing in relative terms, nor that ethnic violence is 
relatedd to environmental scarcity. Our data however shows how important conflict-avoiding 
institutionss are in societies which have learned how to deal with scarcity by century-old 
experiencess in hardship areas. These conflict-avoiding institutions are shaped and reshaped 
throughh time, subjected as they are to external stress, modernity and technological change. 
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Appendices s 

AppendixAppendix 17.1 
Overvieww of registered armed (violent) ethnic incidents in Marsabit District 

Thee following shows details of the registered armed incidents between ethnic groups in Marsabit 
District.. In this overview the spelling of names of places and ethnic groups can vary over the years, 
andd also from today's spelling. To avoid misinterpretation, we decided to use the same spelling as 
reportedd in the Marsabit District Annual Reports, leaving the interpretation to the reader. In the 
coloniall  records, Ethiopian residents were called Abyssinians, without other specifications as to which 
ethnicc group exactly was involved in the fights. The name 'Galla' was sometimes used to refer to 
'Galla'' (Borana-)speaking people, without being specific whether it was Boran, Gabra or any other 
groupp speaking the 'Galla' language. The names Gelubba, Hamer, Hamerkoke, Amercocci, Merille 
andd Dasenetch are sometimes used for the same groups, or one of these names was used for the other 
group.. We suspect that the writers of the annual reports did not always exactly know which group was 
which.. In addition, the name 'Gelubba' was often used when the intention was probably 'Dasenetch'. 
Thee names 'Gelubba' or 'Shankilla' are derogatory names used by the neighbours of these groups and 
aree presently not much in use anymore. The same is true of today's reports. For example, people in 
Kenyaa used to call Ethiopian soldiers 'Tigray', although it is not known if they are (always) Tigrayans 
whoo are involved in conflicts. In the column 'clashing groups' it must be understood that not always 
thee whole tribe was in conflict with each other. When a small group of morans kil l someone to gain 
reputation,, it would be an exaggeration to call it an ethnic conflict. However, as long as the ethnicity 
off  the people involved was mentioned, we included it in the list. Disputes among groups over land or 
waterr that were 'solved' without the use of violence are not included in the list. In the same column 
thee name of the aggressor is usually placed in front of that of the victim, but this was not always clear 
fromm the records. It is possible that in some instances the names of ethnic groups should be the other 
wayway around. 

TableTable 17.6 

Year r 

1913 1913 
33 incidents 
1915 1915 
11 incident 

1919 1919 
II  incident 

1924 1924 
11 incident 
1927 1927 
55 incidents 

Month h 

May y 

Dec c 

Aug g 

June e 

Place e 

Kulutsch h 

Turbi i 

Sololo o 

Hurrii  Hill s 

Typee of 
incident t 

33 x raids 

Armed d 
attack k 

Raid d 

33 x raid 

Clashing g 
groups s 

Gelubbaa vs. 
Gabra a 
Abyssinians s 
vs.vs. Kenyan 
police e 
Ethiopian n 
army y 
(Tigray)) vs. 
Kenyan n 
police e 
Abyssinians s 
vs.vs. Gabra 
Abyssinians s 
vs.vs. Kenyan 
police e 
Gabraa vs. 
Rendille e 

No.. of 
people e 
killed d 

41 1 

1 1 

1 1 

Un--
known n 

1 1 

3 3 

No.. of 
people e 
wound--
ed d 

9 9 

1 1 

Un--
known n 

3 3 

No.. of 
cattle/ / 
camel l 
raided d 
orr killed 
1,200 0 

0 0 

7 7 

1 1 

No.. of 
small l 
stock k 
raidedd or 
killed d 

11,500 0 

0 0 

? ? 

18 8 
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1928 1928 
33 incidents 

1929 1929 
11 incident 
1930 1930 
22 incidents 

1931 1931 
33 incidents 

1932 1932 
44 incidents 

1933 1933 
11 incident 
1934 1934 
66 incidents 

1935 1935 
Noo records 
1936 1936 
33 incidents 

May y 

Nov v 

July y 

April l 

June e 

Sept t 

Sept t 

Oct t 

Nov v 

Jan/ / 
Feb b 

Jan/ / 
Feb b 
Oct t 

Oct t 

Oct t 

July y 

Aug g 

Nov v 

Raid d 

Koronlii  1 x raid 

Raid d 

Raid d 

Marsabitt Murder 

S.. Horr Murder 

Marsabitt Murder 

Horrr valley Murder 

Yamichaa Abduc-
tion n 

Banii  Luga Murder 

Lokwariaa Raid 

Gudas Gudas 

Lake e 
Rudolf f 
Ret t 

Southh Horr 

Ret t 

Lengaya a 

Raids s 

Armed d 
attack k 

murder r 

22 x raid 
Raid d 

Raid d 

Lugg Bani Raid 

Moilee Murder 

Kukutonn Murder 

Raid d 

Horaderr Fight 

Samburuu vs. 
Rendille e 
Ethiop. . 
Borann vs. 
Rendille e 
Turkana/ / 
Samburuu vs. 
Boran n 
Rendillee vs. 
Boran n 
Samburu u 

Turkanaa vs. 
Rendille e 
Policee vs. 
Boran n 
Abyssinians s 
vs. . 

Samburu u 
Ethiopian n 
Borann vs. 
Gabra a 
Policee vs. 
Ethiopians s 
Gelubbaa vs. 
Gabra a 
Gelubbaa vs. 
Gabra a 
Gelubbaa vs. 
Rendillee and 
Gabra a 
Policee vs. 
Gelubba a 
Samburuu vs. 
Gabb/Boran n 
Turkanaa vs. 
Rendille e 
Borann vs. 
Rendille e 
Gabra/ / 
Borann vs. 
Samburu u 
Gabraa vs. 
Gelubba a 
Gabraa vs. 
Rendille e 
Noo records 

Borann vs. 
Samburu/ / 
Rendille e 
Rendillee vs. 
Ell  Molo 
Rendillee vs. 
Boran n 

11 child 
abducted d 

92 2 

26 6 

1 1 

No o 
records s 

1 1 

7,000 0 

1,500 0 

0 0 

0 0 

15 5 

'Herds' ' 

0 0 
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1937 1937 
11 incident/ 
Italianss at 
warr with 
British h 
1938 1938 
War r 
1939 1939 
'Peace' ' 
1940 1940 
13 3 
incidents s 

1941 1941 
11 1 
incidents s 

1942 1942 
77 incidents 

1943 1943 
11 1 
incidents s 

July y 

Aug g 

Aug g 

May y 

Aug g 

Febr r 

April l 

April l 

May y 

Sept t 

Dec c 

Jan n 

March h 

April l 

April l 

June e 

June e 

Sept t 

Feb b 

May y 

Northh Horr 

Maikona a 

Karsa a 

Ejerre e 

Moyale e 

Hurrii  hills 

Sololo o 

Kuluni i 
Burchuma a 
Balessa a 
Kalacha a 
Maikona a 
Karawe e 
Asie e 
Maikona a 

Ethiopian n 
border r 

Ell  Moriet 

Lagg Balal 

Marsabit t 

Did d 
Konyoro o 

Dukana a 

Moitie e 

Gus s 

Dukana a 

War r 

Raid d 

lOx x 
raid d 
Murder r 

Raid d 

Raid d 

Con--
flicts s 
77 x raid 

Murder r 

Mole--
station n 
of f 
women n 
Murder r 

Armed d 
attack k 

Murder r 

Raid d 

Armed d 
attack k 
Armed d 
attack k 
Raid d 

Murder r 

Raid d 

Boran/ / 
Gabraa vs. 
Abyssinian n 
refugees s 

Italianss vs. 
British h 
Peace e 

Degodiaa vs. 
Gabra a 
Gelubbaa vs. 
Gabra a 
Borann vs. 
Turkana/ / 
Rendille e 
Degodiaa vs. 
Boran n 
Degodiaa vs. 
Gabra a 
Borann vs. 
Adjuran n 
Merillee vs. 
Gabra a 

Borann vs. 
Gabra a 
Militaryy vs. 
Boran n 

Gabraa vs. 
Gelubba a 
Gelubba a 
vs.. road 
workers s 
Soldierr vs. 
Boran n 
Abyss. . 
/Borann vs. 
Gabra a 
Borann vs. 
policee patrol 
Borann vs. 
Policee patrol 
Gelubbaa vs. 
Rendille e 
Gabraa vs. 
Rendille e 

Gelubba/ / 
Hamar/ / 
Arboree V5. 

7 7 

2 2 

33 3 

2 2 

Un--
known n 

6 6 

Un--
known n 

7 7 
3 3 
6 6 

16 6 
0 0 
2 2 

25 5 
1 1 

8 8 

0 0 

1 1 

1 1 

12 2 

2 2 

Un--
known n 

'Many' ' 

0 0 

'Some' ' 

1 1 

'Some' ' 

'Some' ' 

Un--
known n 

37 7 

800 0 
'Stock' ' 

'Stock' ' 

00 0 

300 and 
money y 

1,700 0 

00 0 
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1944 1944 
66 incidents 

1945 1945 
11 incident 
1946 1946 
33 incidents 

1947 1947 
11 incident 

1948 1948 
22 incidents 

1949 1949 
11 incident 

1950 1950 
44 incidents 

May y 

May y 

May y 

June e 

June e 

July y 

July y 

Aug g 

Aug g 

July y 

July y 

Aug g 

Aug g 

Nov v 

Dec c 

Dec c 

Dec c 

Febr r 

Jan n 

May y 

May y 

June e 

Lugg Balal 

Lugg Balal 

Dukana a 

Karsa a 
Policee post 
Bura a 
Hasuna a 
Bidderu, , 
Hobok k 
Banya a 
Karsa a 
Karsa a 
policee post 
Lugg Banya 

Banya a 
Lugga a 
Banya a 
Lugga a 
Gus s 

Banya a 

Elee Bor 

Moyale e 

Konye e 

Banya a 
Lugga a 
Marsabit t 

Urupp Tirsa 

Moro o 
Ndere e 
Banya a 

Garba a 
Murill e e 

Ell  Had 

Kargi i 

Armed d 
attack k 
Raid d 

Raid d 

Raid d 

Armed d 
attack k 
Raid d 

Armed d 
attack k 
Armed d 
attack k 

Armed d 
attack k 
Armed d 
attack k 
Raid d 

Armed d 
attack k 
Armed d 
attack k 
Armed d 
attack k 
Raid d 

Raid d 

Raid d 

Murder r 

Raid d 

Murder r 

Armed d 
attack k 
Murder r 

Raid d 

Raid d 

Gabra a 
Policee vs. 
Gelubba a 
Gelubbaa vs. 
Gabra a 
Gelubbaa vs. 
Gabra a 
Gelubbaa vs. 
Gabra a 
Policee vs. 
Gelubba a 
Gelubbaa vs. 
Boran n 
Policee vs. 
Gelubba a 
Gelubbaa vs. 
Gabra a 
Gabraa vs. 
Gelubba a 
Gabraa vs. 
Gelubba a 
Policaa vs. 
Gelubba a 
Gabra/ / 
Borann vs. 
Rendille e 
Policee vs. 
Gelubba a 
Borann vs. 
Gabra a 
Policee vs. 
Boran n 
Gelubbaa vs. 
Gabra a 
Gabraa vs. 
Gelubba a 
Rendille/ / 
Samburuu vs. 
Boran n 
Rendille/Sa a 
mburuu vs. 
Turkana a 
Ethiopian n 
Gelubbaa vs. 
Gabra a 
Gabraa vs. 
Rendille e 
Policee vs. 
Gelubba a 
Ethiopian n 
'Galla'' vs. 
police e 
Hamarr vs. 
Gabra a 
Ethiopian n 
Borann vs. 
Rendille e 

0 0 

2 2 

9 9 

373 3 

2 2 

14 4 

24 4 

1 1 

1 1 

4 4 

5 5 

4 4 

17 7 

2 2 

4 4 

1 1 

13 3 

7 7 

'Some' ' 

3 3 

3 3 

8 8 

3 3 

1 1 

33 cap-
tured d 

4 4 

600 0 

0 0 

Un--
known n 

'Some' ' 

'Many' ' 

'Some' ' 

'Some' ' 

Un--
known n 

1 1 
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1951 1951 
66 incidents 

1952 1952 
22 incidents 

1953 1953 
77 incidents 

1954 1954 
55 incidents 

Aug g 

Sept t 

June* * 

June* * 

Aug g 

Jan n 

Nov v 

April l 

April l 

Oct t 

Oct t 

Oct t 

Nov v 

Nov v 

Karsaa Gille 

Obor r 

Porr r 

Moid d 

Dukana a 

Northh Horr 

Barchuma a 

Ell  Tokicha 

Karsa a 

Ell  Yibo 

Ell  Yibo 

Balessa a 

Mount t 
Kulal l 

Mount t 
Kulal l 

Marsabit t 

Marsabit t 

Hurrii  Hill s 

Fulam m 

Armed d 
attack k 

Raid d 

Raid d 

Raid d 

Armed d 
attacks s 

Raid d 

Raid d 

Raid d 

Raid d 

Raid d 

Armed d 
attack k 

Raid d 

Armed d 
attack k 

Raid d 

Rape e 

2x x 
raids s 
Murder r 

Rendillee vs. 
Ethiopian n 
Boran n 
Rendille/ / 
Turkana/ / 
Samburuu vs. 
Gabra a 
Ethiopian n 
Gelubbaa vs. 
Turkana a 
Ethiopian n 
Gelubbaa vs. 
Turkana a 
Kenyan n 
Policee vs. 
Ethiopian n 
tribes s 
people e 
Amarcocci i 
vs.. Gabra 
Rendillee vs. 
Gabra a 
Borann vs. 
Rendille e 
Ethiopian n 
Gelubbaa vs. 
Rendille e 
Ethiopian n 
Gelubbaa vs. 
Gabra a 
Ethiopian n 
tribesmen n 
vs.. Gabra 
Gelubbaa vs. 
Gabra a 
Ethiopian n 
Boran/ / 
Gabraa vs. 
Rendille e 
Ethiopian n 
Borann vs. 
Rendille e 

Policee vs. 
Ethiopian n 
Boran n 
Borann vs. 
'people' ' 
Borann vs. 
'people' ' 
Gelubbaa vs. 
Gabra a 

Gabraa vs. 
Rendille e 

1 1 

3 3 

4 4 

18 8 

4 4 

1 1 

77 7 

4 4 

1 1 

1 1 

7 7 

3 3 

2 2 

50 0 

150 0 

55 5 
(inclu--
dingg 7 

donkeys) ) 
1 1 

arrested d 

4 4 

1 1 

700 0 

'Some' ' 

3 3 

2 2 
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1955 1955 
22 incidents 
1956 1956 
66 incidents 

1957195710 10 

23 3 
incidents s 

April * * 

April l 

Sept t 

April l 

Aug g 

Sept t 

Nov v 

Nov v 

May y 

Porr r 

Isiolo o 
(Marsabit t 
Distrcit) ) 
Banya a 

Larachi i 

Ali aa Bay 

Banya a 

Raid d 

Armed d 
attack k 

22 x raid 

Raid d 

Raid d 

Raid d 

Raid d 

Raid d 

Armed d 
attack k 

Ethiopian n 
Gelubbaa vs. 
Turkana a 
Police/ / 
Borann vs. 
Rendille e 
Gelubbaa vs. 
Gabra a 
Ethiopian n 
Gelubbaa vs. 
Gabra a 
Ethiopian n 
Gelubbaa vs. 
Gabra a 
Ethiopian n 
Borann vs. 
Rendille e 
Gelubbaa vs. 
Gabra a 
Ethiopian n 
Borann vs. 
Rendille e 
Gelubbaa vs. 
Gabra a 
Gabraa vs. 
Gelubba a 

14 4 

1 1 

10 0 

10 0 

15 5 

1 1 

5 5 

1 1 

0 0 

2 2 

20 0 

1958 1958 
22 incidents 

1959 1959 
33 incidents 

Nov v 

June e 

Aug g 

March h 

March h 

Turkana a 

Diban n 
Dibbe e 

Balesa a 

ElYibo o 

Ileret t 

21 1 
armed d 
conflicts s 

Armed d 
attack k 

Armed d 
attack k 

Murder r 

Armed d 
attack k 

Armed d 
attack k 

Ethiopian n 
tribesmen n 
vs.. Kenyan 
police e 
Merillee vs. 
Turkana a 
Kenyan n 
policee vs. 
Gabra a 

Borann vs. 
Kenyan n 
police e 
Gabraa vs. 
Adjuran n 
Kenyan n 
policee vs. 
Ethiopian n 
Boran n 
Gabraa vs. 
Gelubba a 

? ? 

183 3 

0 0 

0 0 

2 2 

1 1 

'Many y 
casual* * 

ties* * 

1 1 

1 1 

5,000 0 

'Large e 
herd* * 

Inn 1957 there were 21 armed conflicts between Ethiopian tribesmen and the Kenyan police. There were 
manyy casualties but no further details in the report. 



1960 1960 
11 incident 

1990 1990 

1991 1991 
1992 1992 
14 4 
incidents s 

ƒƒ 99 3 
33 incidents 

1994 1994 
99 incidents 

May y 

June e 

June e 
June e 

June e 

Jan n 

April l 

July y 

Sept t 

Sept t 

Sept t 

Gutus s 

Noo records 
Kargi i 

Leyai i 

Songa a 
Kituruni i 

Kubii  Qallo 

Kargi i 

Kargi i 

Kargi i 

Hedaad d 

Burahale e 

Ririma a 

Ogichu u 

Oltorot t 

Kubii  for a 

Anona a 

Moyale e 

Hadadi i 

Dambala a 
Fachana a 

Sololo o 

Armed d 
attack k 

Raid d 

Fight t 

Raid d 

Murder r 
Raid d 

Raid d 

22 x raid 

Raid d 

22 x raid 

Raid d 

Raid d 

Raid d 

Raid d 

22 x raid 

Raid d 

Armed d 
attack k 

Armed d 
attack k 

Armed d 
attack k 

Armed d 
attack k 

Armed d 
attack k 

Gabraa vs. 
Gelubba a 

Samburuu vs. 
Somali i 

Gabraa vs. 
Rendille e 

Borann vs. 
Rendille e 
Rendille e 
Borann vs. 
Rendille/Sa a 
mburu u 
Rendillee vs. 
Boran n 
Gabraa vs. 
Rendille e 
Gabraa vs. 
Rendile e 
Gabraa vs. 
Rendile e 
Gabraa vs. 
Rendile e 
Gabraa vs. 
Rendile e 
Borann vs. 
Rendillee + 
Kenyan n 
police e 
Gabraa vs. 
Rendile e 
Gabraa vs. 
Rendille e 
Dasenetch h 
vs.. Gabra 
Ethiopian n 
militi aa vs. 
Gabra/ / 
Boran n 
Ethiopian n 
militi aa vs. 
Gabra/ / 
Boran n 
Ethiopian n 
militi aa vs. 
Gabra/ / 
Boran n 
Ethiopian n 
militi aa vs. 
Gabra/ / 
Boran n 
Kenyan Kenyan 
policee vs. 
Ethiopian n 
militi a a 

1 1 

1 1 

1 1 

2 2 
8 8 

0 0 

0 0 

2 2 

0 0 

0 0 

4 4 

3 3 

3 3 

9 9 

2 2 

0 0 

5< < 

'Herd' ' 

1 1 
wound--
ed;; lab-
ducted d 
lab--

ducted d 

21 1 

'Herd' ' 

180 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

2 2 

'Herd' ' 

300 0 

'Herd' ' 

20 0 

1,500 0 

Un--
known n 

600 0 

Un--
known n 

'Herd' ' 

100 0 

Un--
known n 

Un--
known n 

'Few' ' 
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Oct t 

Nov v 

19951995 Febr 
44 incidents 

Febr r 

Oct t 

Dec c 

19961996 Jan 
17 7 
incidents s 

Febr r 

Febr r 

Febr r 

Feb b 

March h 

March h 

March h 

March h 

April l 

Sibiloi i 

Marsabit t 
town n 
Marsabit t 
town n 
Songa a 

Shura a 

Dubb Goba 

Uran n 
Lataka a 

Marsabit t 
town n 
Odha a 

Sololo o 

Moyale e 

Dukana a 

Songa/ / 
Badassa a 
road d 
Badassa a 

Sam m 

Moyale e 

Forole e 

Sololo o 

Tabal l 

Raid d 

Raid d 

Armed d 
attack k 
Armed d 
attack k 
Raid d 

Murder r 

Armed d 
(grenade) ) 
attack k 

Grenade e 
attack k 
Armed d 
attack k 

Grenade e 
attack k 

Armed d 
attack k 

Armed d 
attack k 
andd raid 
Armed d 
attack k 

Raid d 

Armed d 
attack k 

Armed d 
attack k 

Armed d 
attack k 

Armed d 
attack k 

Raid d 

Dasenetch h 
vs.vs. Gabra 
Rendillee vs. 
Gabra a 
Borann us. 
Rendille e 
Borann vs. 
Rendille e 
Rendille/ / 
Samburuu vs. 
Boran n 
Borann vs. 
Burji i 
Ethiopian n 
armyy vs. 
Boran/ / 
Gabra a 
Borann vs. 
Burji i 
Ethiopian n 
armyy vs. 
Gabra/ / 
Boran n 
Ethiopian n 
armyy vs. 
Gabra/ / 
Boran n 
Ethiopian n 
armyy vs. 
Gabra/ / 
Boran n 
Ethiopian n 
armyy vs. 
Boran n 
Borann vs. 
Rendille/ / 
Samburu u 
Rendillee vs. 
Boran n 
Ethiopian n 
armyy vs. 
Gabra/ / 
Boran n 
Ethiopian n 
armyy vs. 
Kenyan n 
police e 
Ethiopian n 
armyy vs. 
Gabra a 
Ethiopian n 
armyy vs. 
Gabra/ / 
Boran n 
Hamarkoke e 
vs.. Gabra/ 
Boran n 

5 5 

1 1 

Un--
known n 

1 1 

1 1 

1 1 

2 2 

3 3 

1 1 

4 4 

3 3 

5 5 

12 2 

2 2 

0 0 

2 2 

10 0 

lab--
ducted d 

11 ab-
ducted d 

0 0 

2,000 0 

Un--
known n 

230 0 

'Herd' ' 

10,000 0 
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1997 1997 
55 incidents 

1998 1998 
24 4 
incidents s 

May y 

May y 

June e 

July y 

Aug g 

Oct t 

March h 

March h 

May y 
June e 

June e 

Jan n 

March h 

April l 

April l 

June e 

June e 

June e 

July y 

July y 

July y 

Aug g 

Madoo Adi 

Karbururi i 

Karbururi i 

Anona a 

Songa a 

Bori i 

Kokai i 

Lokwaria a 

Turbi i 
Songa a 

Golole e 

Moyale e 

Manyatta a 
Ginda a 
Marsabit t 
town n 
Northh Horr 

Urann Dida 

Kubii  Qallo 

Kituruni i 

Ambalo o 

Dambala a 
Fachana a 

Songa a 

Sinafur r 

Hornn Dika 

Armed d 
attack k 

Armed d 
attack k 
andd raid 
Murder r 

Armed d 
attack k 

Armed d 
attack k 
Murder r 

Raid d 

Armed d 
attack k 

Murder r 
Armed d 
attack k 
Murder r 

Murder r 

Raid d 

Murder r 

Murder r 

Armed d 
attack k 

33 x raid 

Armed d 
attack k 
Raid d 

Armed d 
raidd and 
ab--
duction n 
Raid d 

Murder r 

Raid d 

Ethiopian n 
armyy vs. 
Gabra/ / 
Boran n 
Ethiopian n 
armyy vs. 
herdsmen n 
OLFF vs. 
Boran n 
Ethiopian n 
armyy vs. 
Gabra/ / 
Boran n 
Borann vs. 
Rendille e 
Borann vs. 
Degodia a 
Dasenetch h 
vs.. Gabra 
Gabraa and 
policee vs. 
Dasenetch h 
Borann vs. ? 
Borann vs. 
Rendille e 
Ethiopian n 
Borann vs. 
Degodia a 
Ethiopian n 
armyy vs. 
Oromo o 
Rendillee vs. 
Boran n 
Gabraa vs. 
Dasenetch h 
Gabra/ / 
Borann vs. 
Turkana a 
Ethiopian n 
armyy vs. 
'people' ' 
Borann vs. 
Rendille e 
Borann vs. 
Turkana a 
Degodiaa vs. 
Boran n 
Ethiopian n 
armyy vs. 
Kenyan n 
residents s 
Borann vs. 
Rendille e 
Turkanaa vs. 
Gabra a 
Gabraa vs. 
Turkana a 

1 1 

11 ab-
ducted d 

1 1 

11 ab-
ducted d 

11 1 

411 27 
(80) ) 
21 1 

11 1 

11 Several 

11 1 

22 ab-
ducted d 

00 3 

00 1 

1 1 

11 ab-
ducted d 

1 1 

2 2 

1 1 

8 8 

78 8 

Un--
known n 

24 4 

16 6 

'Herd' ' 

0 0 0 0 
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Aug/ / 
sept t 
Aug g 

Sept t 

Sept t 

Sept t 

Sept t 

Sept t 

Oct t 

Oct t 

19991999 Jan 
50 0 
incidents s 

Jan n 

Jan n 

Feb b 

Feb b 

Feb b 

Feb b 

March h 

March h 

March h 

March h 

March h 

March h 

Qachacha a 

Shura a 

Sololo/Moy y 
alee road 

Gabra a 
Scheme e 
Gombo o 
road d 
Hurran n 
Hura a 
Uran n 

Gabra a 
Scheme e 
Ell  Das 

Kubii  Qallo 

Marsabit t 
Town n 
Dambala a 
Fachana Fachana 

ElAdi i 

Wayee Goda 

Damicha a 

Moyale e 

Malka a 
Dimtu u 
Sagante e 
wells s 
Karantina a 

Hulaa Hula 

Marsabit t 

Arabtirs s 

22 x raid 

Armed d 
attack k 
Armed d 
lorry y 
attack k 
Raid d 

Murder r 

Raid d 

Murder r 

Raid d 

Raid d 

Raid d 

2x x 
murder r 
Armed d 
attack k 

Ab--
duction n 

Grenade e 
attack k 

Ab--
duction n 

Ab--
duction n 

Raid d 

Raid d 

Armed d 
attack k 
Armed d 
attack k 
Attack k 

Raid d 

Rendillee vs. 
Gabra a 
Rendillee vs. 
Gabra a 
Degodiaa vs. 
Boran/ / 
Gabra a 
Rendillee vs. 
Gabra a 
Rendillee vs. 
Gabra a 
Gabraa vs. 
Turkana a 
Ethiopian n 
armyy vs. 
Kenyan n 
residents s 
Rendillee vs. 
Gabra a 
Borann vs. 
Degodia a 
Rendillee vs. 
Gabra a 

?? vs. 
Rendille e 
OLFF vs. 
Ethiopian n 
army y 
Ethiopian n 
armyy vs. 
Kenyan n 
residents s 
Ethiopian n 
armyy vs. 
Kenyan n 
residents s 
Ethiopian n 
armyy vs. 
Kenyan n 
residents s 
Ethiopian n 
armyy vs. 
Kenyan n 
residents s 
Rendillee vs. 
Boran n 
Rendillee vs. 
Boran n 
Rendillee vs. 
Burji i 
Burjii  vs. 
Rendille e 
Burjii  vs. 
Rendille e 
Hamarkoke e 
vs.. Gabra 

0 0 

0 0 

10 0 

0 0 

3 3 

1 1 

1 1 

0 0 

70 0 

0 0 

2 2 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

1 1 

0 0 

1 1 

0 0 

0 0 

1 1 

2 2 

1 1 

1 1 

1 1 

1 1 

Un--
known n 

1 1 

6 6 

lab--
ducted d 

22 ab-
ducted d 

22 ab-
ducted d 

1 1 

1 1 

0 0 

2 2 

'Herds' ' 

'Herd'' 'Herd' 

Un--
known n 

8,000 0 

'Herd'' 2 

Herd d 

Herd d 

50,000 0 
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Sources:Sources: Annual reports 1919-1960; Intelligence reports 1910-1960 'The Forgotten People Revisited' (Kenyan Human 
Rightss Commission 2000); and 'The Gabra' (Tablino 1999). 
'fromm other sources 

AppendixAppendix 17.2 
Exceptionall  years with high numbers of violent incidents in the District 
Yearr Climatic 

conditions s 

Majorr climatic indicators and external factors as reported 

19322 Drought 
year r 

19344 Adequate 
rain n 

19400 Year of war 

19411 Excellent 
longg rains 

19433 Shortage of 
grazing g 

19511 Good rains 
andd pasture 

19522 Excellent 
rains s 

19533 Drought 
year r 

19577 Outbreak of 
smallpox x 

Thiss and the previous year were drought years. The Gabra and Dassanech entered into a 
treatyy to live together and share grazing grounds and water resources. The agreement 
processs was sabotaged by the Dassanech, revenging the death of a person killed in a 
previouss battle by the Gabra. 

Thee rains were fair in April and good in July and the first half of August. Stock grazing 
andd water was adequate in Moyale as opposed to Marsabit, Isiolo, Turkana and Baringo 
District.. The murder (Boran on Rendille) was supposedly a revenge for the murder of 
twoo Boran boys by the Samburu in 1933. 

Thee Monday year of war. In this year, the Italians and English fought one another in 
Southernn Ethiopia. The year is remembered for adequate rams. It is stated that the 
raiders,, mainly Dassanech and Degodia, cooperated with Italian bandas (soldiers) after 
thee break of the war, i.e. raiders taking advantage of the war. 

Thee year had excellent long rains. It was reported that the Gabra had never seen rain 
likee that. In February, the so-called 'second irregulars' were withdrawn from Dererati, 
andd in March, following the rapid advance of colonial military army troops northwards, 
alll  troops were withdrawn from the area west of Mega. As a result, the whole of the 
northwestt frontier was left unprotected (Marsabit District Annual Report 1941). The 
raidd was blamed on Gabra going beyond borders where they could be provided within 
securityy by the colonial administration. 

Poorlyy distributed rains causing a great shortage of rangeland. There was malnutrition 
amongg the human population and famine relief was provided. 

Theree were good rains and the effects of the 1949/1950 droughts were eliminated; both 
stockk and grazing recovered. The normally dry Milgi s River flooded for 14 days. 

Saturdayy year when camels gave birth and plenty of milk. Dassanech massacre of 
Rendillee children in EI Tokicha. Excellent rains of 1951 meant good grazing until half 
wayy through 1952. In January good grazing and massacre. The Rendille tribe as a whole 
wass unanimous in condemning the elder Herlowa Signalen for his foolhardiness in 
disobeyingg the Administration and police orders, especially after being moved out of 
thee El Tokicha area three times prior to the massacre. 

Thiss was a dry and extremely hard year for desert people. Good rains in Marsabit 
Mountainn though. The Rendille and Gabra suffered raids, but they were not allowed to 
retaliatee by the English Administrators. 

Fairlyy good rains and grazing, especially in the Rendille areas. The Gabra suffered 
severelyy from drought during the first four months of the year when they lost fairly 
largee numbers of cattle. They were fortunate, however, to have had a year free from 
raidss by Ethiopia tribesmen. In the first few years there were lots of incidents (21 armed 
incursions). . 

Inn the latter half of the year the Gabra benefited from good rains and were able to 
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recuperate.. That they suffered no raids from Ethiopia Dassanech tribesmen during this 
periodd can no doubt be attributed to Ethiopia Dassanech preparations for attacks against 
thee Turkana which took place from early November onwards. 

19744 Three years The drought, which lasted nearly three years, ended with some rain in long rains and 
droughtt short rains. Neither of these was reported to have been large, but it seems that all 

livestockk usually converge on die only place where pasture and water are available. 

19944 Severe In the last decades, information coverage has improved considerably, especially by the 
too droughts Kenya Human Rights Commission. In 1997, many killings were linked to political 

19999 and instigations and rivalry. Later in 1998, many of the killings and incidents were caused 
improvedd by activities of the Kenya Army on suspicion of support by the local communities for 
reportingg the liberation movement OLF in southern Ethiopia. 

Sources:Sources: Sobania(1979); Robinson (1985); Tablino(1999). 




